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Scientific institutions and government agencies are expanding their efforts to facilitate public
contributions to scientific research and discovery, from classifying galaxies and collecting environmental
data to collectively solving the structure of an AIDS-related enzyme through a protein-folding game. Even
in the aftermath of disasters, people are using cell phone cameras, social media and interactive mapping
tools to help authorities assess affected areas and alert those on the ground to changing conditions. In
the United States, the scientific impacts of citizen science have been recognized by 60 federal agencies
and organizations, which coordinate and support hundreds of citizen science projects. In Europe, the
European Commission continues to fund Citizen Observatories, beginning with the FP7 Programme and
extending through active projects Ground Truth 2.0, LandSense, SCENT, and GROW. Similar initiatives are
emerging in other parts of the world.
Citizen science is beginning to play an important role in augmenting and enhancing Earth observation
data. These new technologies and approaches, however, also come with new risks and responsibilities. As
institutions attempt to innovatively incorporate crowdsourcing and citizen science into their traditional
Earth observation workflow, they will face many challenges—from data quality to data fusion to
formulating policies that will facilitate this work. This interactive workshop will explore and prioritize the
opportunities and challenges of integrating citizen science approaches with Earth observation, resulting
in a set of recommendations for next steps to address them.
Hosted by South Big Data Innovation Hub and the Secure World Foundation, this workshop will convene
experts on citizen science and remote sensing satellites to outline a way forward in the key areas of best
practices and policy considerations.
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